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Technology Media and Telecommunication August 2012 

The Trilegal Technology Media and Telecommunication Bulletin is a periodic update on 

recent developments in technology media and telecommunication law and policy in 

India. 

RADIATION NORMS FOR MOBILE HANDSETS TO COME IN FORCE ON 1 SEPTEMBER 

2012 

The Department of Telecommunications (DoT) notifications prescribing radiation norms for mobile 

handsets and towers are to take effect on 1 September 2012. 

Amidst growing concerns over radiation from mobile handsets, the DoT established an Inter Ministerial 

Committee (IMC) in August 2010 to examine the effects of EMF radiation from mobile handsets and base 

stations (towers) and to review the International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection 

(ICNIRP) guidelines that had been adopted by India.  Amongst other things, the IMC was instructed to 

make recommendations on the adoption of limits for radiation produced by mobile handsets and towers. 

The IMC submitted its recommendations that were accepted by the DoT.  The DoT issued an office 

memorandum dated 25 January 2012 (Office Memorandum) instructing mobile handset manufacturers 

and importers to ensure that the mobile handsets imported or sold in India are in compliance with the 

recommendations made by the IMC.  The last date for compliance with the directions contained in the 

Office Memorandum has been set as 1 September 2012. 

The Office Memorandum suggests that suitable amendments will be made to the Indian Telegraph Rules, 

1951 (ITR) and the Indian Telegraph Act, 1885 (ITA) to ensure strict compliance. 

The Office Memorandum inter alia mandates that the specific absorption rate (SAR) level for mobile 

handsets must be limited to 1.6 Watt/Kg, averaged over a mass of 1 gram of human tissue.  This is the 

standard accepted by the Federal Communications Commission of the USA.  Manufacturers are also 

required to provide a self-declaration of the SAR value of the handset.  In addition to this, manufacturers 

and importers are required to ensure that all mobile phones sold in India must comply with the 

requirements set out by the Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS).  From 1 September 2012, all mobile phone 

handsets must be sold with hands free devices and SAR value information of the mobile handsets must 

be made available on the manufacturer's website and in the handset manual. 

Further, the Government has also requested the BIS to issue standards governing mobile phones.  The 

BIS is yet to issue these standards.  Once issued, manufacturers would need to ensure compliance with 

the same.  The Telecom Engineering Cell (TEC), the technical wing of the DoT, has also issued draft 

Guidelines for Certification of Telecom Equipment earlier this year.  These guidelines impose a host of 

obligations on manufacturers of telecom equipment and are expected to be finalized in the coming 

months. 

Similarly, the DoT has also taken significant steps in regulating the EMF radiation from mobile towers.  

The TEC has issued the test procedure for complying with the EMF radiation norms prescribed for mobile 

towers.  The DoT has also empowered its field units to conduct frequent audits on the mobile towers to 

ensure conformity with the prescribed EMF radiation norms.  Failure to comply with the EMF radiations 

norms attracts a penalty of INR 5,00,000 and continued non-conformance could also lead to shutting 

down of the site on which the tower is located. 
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The steps taken by the DoT towards regulating the radiation levels in mobile handsets is certainly 

commendable.  However, the DoT would need to take further steps to ensure that the manufacturers and 

importers effectively implement these directions.  While any telecom service provider licensed by the DoT 

is required to comply with the notifications of the DoT under the provisions of the ITA, the DoT has not yet 

extended its jurisdiction over telecom equipment manufacturers.  Previously, the DoT used to enforce its 

dicta over telecom manufacturers by giving specific instructions to telecom licensees to use equipment of 

required specification.  Telecom equipment manufacturing sector is currently unregulated and DoT would 

need to take steps to amend the ITA and ITR to give effect to the directions relating to mobile handsets 

contained in the Office Memorandum. 

It is expected that the DoT will soon take steps to amend the ITA and IRA and give effect to its directions 

from 1 September 2012.  In such a case, non-compliance with the Office Memorandum would render the 

manufacturers and importers liable under the ITA and ITR. 

The Office Memorandum is unlikely to affect foreign mobile manufacturers since most of their mobile 

phones would be compliant with the SAR specifications in the USA or the European Union.  This would 

impact indigenous phone manufacturers and low-end phone models that are currently in the market. 

It should, however, be noted that currently there are prescribed test specifications for determining the 

SAR in India.  While the TEC has issued test specifications for mobile towers, there are currently no 

specifications prescribed for mobile handsets in India.  The TEC has been accepting test results based on 

internationally accepted standards adopted by India.  However, we have learned from reliable sources 

that the TEC is in the process of setting up testing labs in India and prescribing test specifications for 

mobile handsets.  The TEC is also proposing to conduct a meeting involving all the stakeholders to 

discuss the test specifications to be adopted by manufacturers of mobile handsets in India. 

Press reports indicate that there have been representations made by industry associations and 

stakeholders demanding an extension of the deadline for compliance.  However, the DoT has rejected 

such demands and has retained the last date of compliance as 1 September 2012, which indicates that 

the DoT is serious about implementing the SAR norms in India.  For this intent to achieve its desired 

effect, however, the DoT will need to release the requisite specifications, as well as amend the ITA and 

ITR, to ensure compliance with the Office Memorandum. 

If you require any further information about the material contained in this alert, please get in touch with your Trilegal relationship 
partner or send an email to alerts@trilegal.com. 

The contents of this alert are intended for informational purposes only and are not in the nature of a legal opinion. Readers are 
encouraged to seek legal counsel prior to acting upon any of the information provided herein. The text of this alert is the copyright of 
Trilegal and may not be circulated, reproduced or otherwise used without the prior permission of its originator.  
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